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Land of exotic sightseeing places, sunny and pristine beaches, alluring backwaters and refreshing
landscape, Kerala has truly become the most sought after honeymoon destination in India. It is
amazingly gifted by the nature and has scores of tourist places that are exotically beautiful and
charming.

Kerala has lists of exotic tourist places and all are exotically beautiful and alluring. Some of the
exciting sightseeing places that are worth to visit and explore are listed as below:

Munnar Tours

Munnar is amazingly beautiful and is one of the most sought after honeymoon destination. Gifted
with the serene and tranquil atmosphere and rejuvenating greenery, Munnar in Kerala is the
favourite place to be for holidays and tours. Tourists here can enjoy visit to exciting sightseeing
spots and experience the heavenly atmosphere in a delightful and memorable way. Munnar has so
many exciting tourist places, among which exciting attractions worth visiting are Eravikulam National
Park, Devikulam, Attukal, Anaimudi and more.  Apart from this one can also go for trekking and
tours to enjoy the vacation with an ultimate experience of lifetime.

Alleppey Tours

Alleppey is a popular backwater destination. It is the top backwater destination where tourists can
enjoy the houseboat cruise with immense pleasure and joy with immense pleasure and joy.
Alleppey is blessed with exciting sightseeing spots and offer tourists to enjoy remarkable vacation
as the houseboat cruising over the Alleppey houseboats takes everyone to the world of
wonderments. The scenic beauty of the nature is truly compelling that make the tourists and
honeymooners to enjoy ultimate holidays with immense pleasure and joy.

Wayanad Tours

Wayanad is distinguished by its alluring natural beauty and attractions that are appealing and
charming. It is amazingly gifted by the nature and has exciting sightseeing spots that lure the heart
of tourists and visitors. Some of the exciting sightseeing spots to visit during Wayanad tours are
Chembra Peak, Edakkal Caves, Kuruva Isalnd, Begur Wildlife Sanctuary, Chembra Peak, Kuruva
Island, Lakkidi, Pookat Lake,  etc. These are some of the exciting sightseeing spots that are worth
to visit during Wayanad tours and travels.

kerala holiday packages also offer tourists to enjoy wildlife tours and travels. Kerala is rich with
exotic flora and fauna and is home to some of the finest wildlife parks and sanctuaries where
couples can enjoy moments of joy and love with immense pleasure and joy. Wayanad, Idduki,
Eravikulam and Periyar are some of the exotic wildlife parks and sanctuaries that are ideal for
wildlife safari and tours.

Kerala tours and holidays are made even more enjoyable and delightful by the excellent hotels and
resorts facilities. The hotels of Kerala are well known for providing excellent and tailor made
services and facilities that let the tourists enjoy the stay and holiday more enjoyable and memorable.

So if you are willing to enjoy vacation with an ultimate experience, choose one from the many
Kerala tour packages and enjoy vacation in this excellent state with unique and exciting experiences
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of lifetime. After all itâ€™s Kerala the land of Godâ€™s Own Country. 
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